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 Jesus was up on the mountaintop; he hiked down to the plains.  Up/down.  Rumors 
began those early days that God was in the skies, up high.   Wise ones ascend mountains to 
hear God’s wisdom.  Repeat a rumor enough times and its thought truth.  Mountains 
became the good place and valleys the bad place.   In today’s text, Jesus taught on the 
plains, a mid-point, an in-between place, fertile grounds for hope.    
 Are mountaintops more holy than valleys or plains?  Hikers who climb mountaintops 
might convey a mixed bag of experience.  The hiking up is both exhilarating and exhausting.   
The mountaintop’s views spectacular, tasting clouds inspirational; watching birds fly 
beneath you, amazing.  Yes – the holy is on the mountain.  Yet, we cannot stay on 
mountaintops.  There’s not much to eat.  The air is thin.   The winds cold.   
 So, we descend; the holy is there too all the way down the slope, and there too at the 
foot of the mountain, and there too on the plain, and there too at the lowest cracks of the 
valley.   What can we learn; God is not just there for those fit enough to climb mountains.  
God is equally there for those of us with weak knees and asthmatic respiratory systems.  
God is equally present to the old as to the young.  We are all living in liminal spaces, 
journeying in between birth and death.  Hope waits for us in everydayness,   
 Paragraphs before Jesus’ Lukan version of the beatitudes Jesus defends the disciples 
against a stringent life-strapping adherence to Sabbath law.   They gathered wheat seeds; 
chewed them, cracked them, spit out the chaff, and swallowed.  The Sabbath-police cried it 



 

a misdemeanor to even harvest a seed or two on the Sabbath.   Jesus’ way called them to 
hope, the Sabbath was to help not hurt.  He called the Sabbath-police away from absolutism.   
 Zeroes and Ones --- myriad assemblages of “zero” bricks and “one” bricks, “on” 
bricks and “off” bricks make up binary code.  Binary code schemes organized and piled on 
top of each other become machine code.  Machine code runs computers.  For those of you 
who speak binary; what is?  01101100011011110111011001100101 – love. 
 Too much of human society is simplistically dumbed-down into binary constructs.  We 
think we are: “on” or “off”, “up” or “down”, “happy” or “depressed”, “poor” or “rich”, 
“progressive” or “conservative”, “black” or “white”, “male” or “female”, “rural” or 
“urban.”  We are too culturally binary.  It makes rural people squirm to see two “ones” kiss 
or two “zeroes” dance.   The trial Loving versus Virginia happened for some people it seemed 
unseemly to allow a low-melanin-skinned person to marry a high-melanin-skinned person.   
Humanity’s hope waits for us in the messy middle, in amazingly delightful dances of 
difference. 
 As society creates the left and rightness of ideas; control-freaks travel to the poles. 
Absolutists aren’t comfortable with in-betweenness.  I grew up in a religious tradition 
fiercely attached to the poles: “you are with us and our God” or “you are against us and our 
God” – “you believe rightly” or “you believe wrongly” – “You are saved” or “You are not 
saved.”  God’s in the messy middle. 
 I love it here at RUC, we accept those who believe in the virgin birth as well as those 
who do not?  Right?  Our answers to the question, “Do you believe in miracles?”  range from 
“very yes”, to “some yes” to “maybe” to “some no” and “very no.”  We seek to welcome all 
the people of the plains, the people with the courage to live and believe non-binarily.  I 
believe most of the people who come into our space respect our non-gender bathroom.  
Yet, we live in a world where most do not want to understand but choose to be threatened 
by people who don’t identify as male or female.   A woman who was here for the concert 
last week surprised me asking, “Don’t you think this non-gender bathroom is going too far 
overboard?”   Bless her heart, I was friendly as I answered her. 
 Why have I spent two-thirds of my sermon lambasting binary idolatries?  Remember 
the text’s benedictions and maledictions.  Either you are benediction blessed or you are 
malediction cursed.  Did you wonder which you are today poor and blessed or wealthy and 
cursed? 
 The word translated as “blessed” may better mean, “how honorable” – “how 
honorable are you who are poor, you who are hungry now, you who weep now, you who 
are ostracized for difference.” Jesus is flipping the paradigm of polarity; the simplistic notion 
that the poor are bad and to be disrespected and therefore, the wealthy are good and to be 
respected.  The word translated, “woe” may better mean, “how shameless” – “how 
shameless are you rich, you who are full, you who laugh now, you who are respected.”   How 
ridiculous is the pride of a wealthy person judging a poor person.  Didn’t rich people create 
the term; “welfare queen”?  Follow the money; money doesn’t grow on innocent trees.  
Wealth isn’t morally unrestricted.  Follow the money; wealth is inevitably due to blazoned 
theft or hidden oppressions of others.   
 In Arthur Miller’s play, Incident at Vichy, Dr. LeDuc, a Jewish psychiatrist, appeals to 
the Austrian Prince von Berg.  The Prince claims to deplore Nazism.  Dr. LeDuc points out 



 

that the Prince complicity and apathetically goes along with it.   In a French police station 
with Jews about to be deported to death camps, a moment of recognition dawns on the 
Prince.  But instead of searching for a just action, he dives into the safety of guilt.  The Prince 
moves from the plight of the Jews to his own feelings of guilt. LeDuc turns on him fiercely 
saying, “It’s not your guilt I want, it’s your responsibility.”   
 The beatitudes aren’t intended for us to divide ourselves into those to be blessed and 
those to be cursed.  The beatitudes of hope lure the thoughtful to responsibility; to a 
movement towards the other; towards the plains, the in-between places of solidarity.  Jesus 
calls those with plenty to sacrifice some affluence sharing it in solidarity with those who are 
without.    And Jesus calls those without to wander towards the wealthy in hope-filled 
friendship, in grace-filled friendship. 
 The struggle of the poor is to be shared in the plains; to be overcome by outrageous 
friendship.  It is a gospel good news of liberation.  Liberation to those with too little and 
liberation to those with too much.  The wealthy will be delivered from captivity to things and 
the hungry will be fed and respected.   Let us pray for the Commonwealth of Virginia as it 
sets a table for difficult conversation.  May the oppressed children of slaves meet at the 
table of reconciliation with the privileged children of slave owners.  And may the stubborn 
doubters of white privilege serve them bread and listen hard.  And may black hands and 
white hands wring out the tears shawls of the other - for the guilty weep and the innocent 
weep; the peoples of the plains weep with responsibility for reconciliation. 
 We are delivered by holy transformations, by the creations of new world orders.  All 
peoples are called to live in the plains, to live in in-between places; where enough stuff, and 
enough laughter, and enough respect is there for us all.   
 Instead of imagining God -- a God with heavenly feet in clouds – instead of imaging 
God with an angry staff of judgement – instead of imaging God, the Holy divider, drawing 
victors and drawing losers; imagine God a huge Momma setting a bountiful table with bread 
for all, greens for all, cool water, and red velvet cake or banana pie or peaches for all.   If 
anthropomorphisms of God don’t work for you, think of God as water.  A process theologian 
ponders God as water, “Water is pervasively present, shaping and changing everything it 
touches, not through sheer power, but through a subtle and slow interaction.  It is a power of 
presence.  In this model everything from the largest galaxy to the smallest space is centered, 
presenced, and pervaded by God.  Prayer in this paradigm makes eminent sense because God 
would always be present to all things at all times.  It is this divine presence, not divine power, 
that invites us into communion.1    
 The wild Spirit of God calls us to hope, the wild Spirit of reconciliation calls us to 

prayers on the plains.  God works in us bringing us together, breaking down the walls of 

separation faster than we can build them.  God works in the world as it is luring it to what it 

can be.  Feasting in prayer we partner with God and we partner in solidarity, we partner in 

friendship, we join hands with all those on the other sides, the other sides, the other sides of 

all those falsely fabricated dividing fences.  We partner in prayer.  May it be so.  Amen. 

                                                           
1June Watkins, “Process and Prayer”.  Center for Process Studies.  CPS Newsletter vol.               

20, issue 1.  Summer 1996. 


